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From the leader in the natural stone restoration industry, Modern Stone brings another innovation solution to the �ooring professional 
with the Evolution Pads.  Unlike other products that were made to lightly bu� or clean, the Evolution pad o�ers today's contractors full 
restoration capabilities for scratches to shine in one simple system.

The longest lasting pad in the industry.   The Evolution pad contains the highest levels of true diamond abrasives, therefore providing 
up to three times the wear of other competitive products while delivering a higher quality result.  

One pad that can be used WET or DRY.  The Evolution pad is the only pad on the 
market which can be used with little or no water when restoring a natural stone, 
terrazzo or concrete surfaces.  

Available in four di�erent grits.   Whether it’s a one step polish, or a full restoration 
project, the Evolution pads o�er a full range of options for the �ooring professional.

A �exible design.   The Evolution pad can follow a �oor’s contours better in order to reach high and low spots on uneven �oors.  Simple 
rinse when done and it’s ready for the next job.

Evolution pads can be used in a multi step resoration process to achieve desired �nish. For high polish �nish see polishing powders.

RESTORATION PADS

COARSE PAD
Removes Scratches & Wear

HONE PAD

Available Sizes: 

SATIN PAD SHINE PAD
Matte Finish Satin Finish Shiny Finish

USES COVERAGE

Approximately 600 to 1,500 sq. ft. per pad.For the restoration of most types of marble, 
travertine, limestone & concrete . Results will vary 
based upon the density of the stone or level of 
polish desired. Always test in a small inconspicuous 
area to determine ease of application and desired 
results. 

When using the Evolution Pads dry it is highly 
recommended a dust mask and proper ventilation be 
used. Protecting furniture and other areas from dust is 
also recommended.

Caution:


